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The electronically timed. focal plane shutter of titanium sets the 2003FCW apart from 
other Hasselblad camera bodies. But it still shares complete component interchang
eability within the Hasselblad system as a whole. The 2003FCW takes all the film 
magazines. wiewfinders,focusing screens available in the system and most of the 
other accessories as well. Among the lenses available are the CF series. The CF 
lenses give you two shutter systems in one camera - the camera body's own built-in 
shutter for electronically timed speeds up to J 12000 and the leaf shutter built in to the 
lens withfullflash sync at speeds up to 1/500. Because the lens shutter is mechanical 
you don 't even need a battery in the camera to operate it. 
The F lenses are one full stop faster, greatly enhancing your picture possibilities in 
handheld photography or when working with high shutter speeds. 
The new Acute-Matte' ) focusing screen offers extraordinary brightness and high 
corner-to-corner resolution,for the most accurate focusing and precise control over 
composition in low light levels. 
For action situations the motorized winder option offers automatic film advance and 
shutter cocking for single exposures or sequences at 1.3 frames per second. 
The 2003FCW combines the advantages of medium format photography and sophisti
cated engineering technology in a compact, uncomplicated camera for reliable, 
professional results in the studio and on location. 
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Superb picture quality. The large aperture F lenses have anti
reflection T* multicoating and the inside of the camera is coated with 
Pal pas for images with incomparable contrast and sharpness. 

Electronically timed focal plane shutter. Precise shutter speeds 
calibrated in half stop intervals. Speeds up to 1/2000 s. or as long as 
60 s. using a Hasselblad shutter speed multiplier accessory. 

The freedom to choose. The Hasselblad system's many interchangeable 
components allow you to make the 2003FCW into a perfect camera to 
satisfy each and every photographic situation: Even double or multiple 
exposures can be made without removing the film magazine. 

Extraordinarily bright, clear tinder images. The 2003FCW's 
instant return mirror allows you to see the extremely bright image on 
the high resolution Acute-Matte i) Screen practically without inter
ruption before and after the shot. 

Motorized winder unit (option). The camera 's rapid winding 
crank is instantly interchangeable with the powerful motor winder 
for automatic film advance for single pictures or sequences at 1.3 
frames/s o 

Meticulous quality control. To guarantee professional standards of 
reliability all components in a Hasselblad camera are tested and 
rechecked throughout the manufacturing process. 
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Victor Hasselblad Aktiebolag 
Box 220, S-401 23 Goteborg, Sweden 

Exclusive U.S. distributor: 
VICTOR HASSELBLAD INC. 
10 Madison Road 
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 

Production: Hasselblad SP/Letevre & Krammer. Copyright e 1988 Victor Hasselblad AB. All rights reserved. Printed in Swede~- by Rolf & Co Tryckeri AB. 08.1988 
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